The response of intra-annual stem circumference increase of young European beech provenances to 2012-2014 weather variability
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The increasing frequency and severity of extreme weather events, especially droughts, arising from on-going climate changes negatively affect productivity and stability of forest ecosystems. Understanding species responses and suitable ecotypes that are able of adapting to new environmental conditions is increasingly important. The objective of this study was to quantify the relationships between the inter-annual stem circumference increase (SCI) of five European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) provenances and weather variability during 2012-2014 in a provenance trial located in central Slovakia. SCIs were extracted on daily and weekly scale from hourly data of circumference changes. To detect the main environmental factors influencing SCI seasonal dynamics, intra-seasonal moving correlation functions were calculated. All five provenances responded synchronously to weather conditions, with high correlations among them during the growing season on both daily and weekly scale. The photoperiod exhibited a synchronizing effect on the seasonal peak of SCI as a sign of tree adaptation to long-term seasonal variations in climate. Temperature was the most significant factor influencing SCI dynamics at the beginning of the season. During the summer months, a precipitation deficit, heat waves and the consequently decreased soil water potential significantly affected the SCI of young beech trees, despite the fact that the provenance plot was situated in an area of optimum beech growth. Not only the severity and duration were important but also the timing of drought within a season. Within all seasons, the lowest SCI values were recorded for the provenance from the lowest altitude and the most oceanic climate (northern Germany). A comparison of daily and weekly SCI with first derivatives of growth functions indicated that SCIs were closely related to theoretical incremental processes, especially on a weekly scale. In young beech trees, SCI seemed to represent an appropriate proxy for studying intra-seasonal incremental processes. A newly designed SASB (self adjusting sharp beginning) function fit these processes better than the Gompertz function.
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Introduction

European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) covers an area of over 14 million ha in Europe (Von Wühlisch 2008), and 32.2% of the forested area in Slovakia (Anonymous 2015).

The increasing frequency and severity of extreme weather events, especially droughts, arising from on-going changes in climate have negatively affected productivity and the development of woody cells and the consequently decreased soil water potential significantly affected the SCI of young beech trees, despite the fact that the provenance plot was situated in an area of optimum beech growth. Not only the severity and duration were important but also the timing of drought within a season. Within all seasons, the lowest SCI values were recorded for the provenance from the lowest altitude and the most oceanic climate (northern Germany). A comparison of daily and weekly SCI with first derivatives of growth functions indicated that SCIs were closely related to theoretical incremental processes, especially on a weekly scale. In young beech trees, SCI seemed to represent an appropriate proxy for studying intra-seasonal incremental processes. A newly designed SASB (self adjusting sharp beginning) function fit these processes better than the Gompertz function.

Various studies pointed out the sensitivity of beech trees to prolonged drought (Gellner et al. 2007, Jump et al. 2006), mostly at its southern limits (Stojočić et al. 2013) or at Central European xeric sites (Czucz et al. 2011). However, plastic responses of beech provenances to changes in environmental conditions (Stojočić et al. 2015) and a high species potential for different climates (Hofmann et al. 2015) have been reported.

Monitoring the dynamics of cambial activity and the development of woody cells (Garcia-González & Eckstein 2003), or measuring stem size variations throughout the season (Deslauriers et al. 2007), are crucial metrics for understanding tree responses to seasonal environmental changes. When short measuring intervals are used (Deslauriers et al. 2007), reversible shrinking and swelling of stems contribute to a signifi-
cant part of the variability of stem size changes, reflecting the use of water stored in tree tissues (Čermák et al. 2007). On the other hand, when using longer measuring intervals, shrinkage and swelling have a minor influence and dendrometers may provide accurate estimates of the timing of seasonal growth culmination and annual growth patterns (Bouriaud et al. 2005, Rossi et al. 2006), especially in species like beech (Michelot et al. 2012, Van Der Maaten et al. 2012, Van Der Maaten 2013). The amount of newly formed wood can be understood as a suitable indicator for tree vigor or tree physiology (Čufar et al. 2008). Growth traits represent a composite expression of underlying physiological mechanisms (Gömöry et al. 2015). Investigations into the seasonal dynamics of beech wood formation, especially concerning different provenances and their response to varying weather conditions in central Europe are insufficient.

Adaptive phenotypic plasticity enables plants to respond to environmental variability and is likely to buffer the impacts of climate change (Harter et al. 2015). Local adaptations to environmental conditions are of high ecological importance, as they determine distribution ranges and likely affect species responses to climate change (Kreyling et al. 2014). Introducing beech provenances from different environmental conditions may improve vigor, productivity or even stability and survival of beech ecosystems (Rose et al. 2009, Eilmann et al. 2014, Thiel et al. 2014).

The primary objective of this study was to identify the main environmental factors, especially soil water availability and meteorological variables, that are linked to circumference increase dynamics in five central European beech provenances during three growing seasons. We hypothesized that: (1) weather fluctuations are reflected in seasonal circumference increases and that there are changes in their effects during the growing season; and (2) provenances differ in stem circumference increase.

### Materials and methods

#### Experimental site and materials

This study is based on a provenance experiment with European beech established under the coordination of the Federal Forest Research Centre at the Institute of Forest Genetics in Grosshansdorf, Germany and was composed of 23 trials. The Slovak trial, located at Tále near the town of Zvolen in central Slovakia (Tab. 1, Fig. S1 in Supplementary material), composed of 32 provenances covering most of the distribution range of beech trees in Europe. The trial plot were planted in the year 1998 with 2-year-old seedlings. The test was established in a former forest nursery under a completely randomized block design with three blocks, each plot initially containing six replicates, where neighboring trees within 4 m competitive relationships, a Hegyi competition index (Piutti & Cescatti 1997) was calculated, where neighboring trees within 4 m of the subjects were considered as competitors (eqn. 1).

$$C_{1} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{DBH_{cm} - DBH_{cm}}{DBH_{cm}}$$

where $DBH_{cm}$ is the $i^{th}$ subject diameter, $DBH_{cm}$ is the $i^{th}$ competitor diameter and $L_{i}$ is the subject-competitor distance in meters.

#### Meteorological data

Meteorological conditions were continuously monitored in an open plot in the center of the provenance plot. The conditions included air temperature ($^\circ$C), relative humidity ($\%$), global incoming solar radiation (W m$^{-2}$ – Minikin TH®, EMS, Brno, CZ) and rainfall (mm – MetOne 370®, Oregon, USA). The measurements of soil water potential ($\psi_{p}$) were carried out on each micro-plot at 15 cm, 30 and 50 cm depth (continuously to -1.1 MPa, using gypsum blocks – Delmhorst Inc., USA – and MicroLog SP3 data logger –. Overall, 36 gypsum blocks were used, 12 for each soil depth. We used the mean values of all of the blocks representing the whole site for the analyses to avoid mosaic heterogeneity between and inside the microplots.

Continentality was calculated as a simple index of continentality ($I_{c}$, Vilček et al. 2015 – eqn. 2):

$$I_{c} = T_{max} - T_{min}$$

where $T_{max}$ is the mean temperature ($^\circ$C) of the warmest month and $T_{min}$ is the mean temperature ($^\circ$C) of the coldest month.

The data of long term temperature averages for the $I_{c}$ calculation and precipitation amounts (Tab. 1) for each geographic origin of the provenances were derived from WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005).

To calculate the average daily and weekly values used in seasonal growth dynamic analyses, the hourly meteor and $\psi_{p}$ values were shifted by 18 hours forward to correspond to the time of the circumference extraction (see below). Therefore, we calculated, e.g., the temperature until May 1$^{st}$ as the temperature in the 24 h preceding 6 AM. The weekly values until May 1$^{st}$ thus represent a 1-week (168 hours) average or sum (radiation, precipitation) before 6 AM on May 1$^{st}$.

#### Stem circumference

The changes in stem circumference were monitored using automatic band dendo-
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**Fig. 1** - The method of daily stem circumference increase (SCI) extraction. Seasonal curves of 1 h stem circumference changes (a), rectangle indicates the part shown in detail (b), where: open grey circles represent 1 h circumferences, black line with solid black circles represents seasonal SCI at 6 CET in the morning which is situated on the plateau of expansion phase during the sunny days.

During days when morning 6 CET circumferences were smaller than previous morning 6 CET maximum on the curve of stem circumferences, the previous maximum was used instead of them. Daily SCIs (c) represent the difference between two consecutive days on the curve of seasonal SCI in part b.

The first derivatives of these functions were used for comparing extracted daily and weekly SCI values with theoretical incremental processes during the seasons.

**Intra-seasonal moving correlation function**

To analyze the main factors controlling circumference growth and changes and their effects during the season, we used an intra-seasonal moving correlation function (Ježík et al. 2011).

From the chronologies of circumference increments (e.g., Fig. 3a), time windows of 10 weeks (e.g., first from April 3 to June 5) were selected from each year and were joined chronologically (10 weeks from 2012 + 10 weeks from 2013 + 10 weeks from 2014) for both daily (n = 210) and weekly (n = 30) values.

Additionally, the predictors were selected in the same way (daily or average weekly) minimal temperature (AT_min), daily (or average weekly) maximal temperature (AT_max), absolute weekly minimal temperature (AT_min a), absolute weekly maximal temperature (AT_max a), average daily (or weekly) temperature on an actual day (or week) (AT_avg), average daily (or weekly) temperature three days (or weeks) preceding the actual day (or week – AT_p3), average daily (or weekly) temperature two days (or weeks) preceding the actual day (or week – AT_p2), average daily (or weekly) temperature one day (or week) (AT_p1), average daily (or weekly) air humidity (AH), average daily (or weekly) radiation (R), precipitation amount on the actual day (or week) (Pr), daily (or weekly) precipitation amount one day (or week) preceding the actual day (or week – Pr_p1), daily (or weekly) precipi-
tested using the Student’s t-test for independent samples. Based on the obtained results between all pairs of annual SCI, homogeneous groups at P < 0.05 were established.

Intra-seasonal moving correlation functions (Fig. 4, Fig. 5) were calculated using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients, because a lot of SCI chronologies were not normally distributed. At the same time we supposed the relationships between measured SCI and weather factors to be monotonic (the higher is weather factor, the higher or lower is SCI), though not necessarily linear. For assessing such relationships, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients are more suitable. However, the use of Pearson’s correlation coefficients provided similar results.

Relations between 2012-2014 SCI and initial circumference, Hegyi competition index and continentality index mentioned above were calculated using Pearson’s correlation coefficients.

Results

Meteorology and soil water potential

While the second half of March and the beginning of April were relatively warm in 2012 and 2013, a long winter followed, lasting from December 2012 to 2013 (Fig. 2a, Fig. S2a in Supplementary material). This winter was terminated by rapid warming following the week of April 10

The subsequent growing seasons of 2012 and 2013 showed above average temperatures, including heat waves followed by some colder periods. There were no heat waves during 2014. Of particular contrast were the August temperatures of 3.3 °C and 3.5 °C higher than average in 2012 and 2013, respectively, compared to 2014. July and August 2014 had abundant precipitation (264 mm – Fig. S2b in Supplementary material) in contrast to the previous growing seasons, when 124 and 102 mm were recorded in 2012 and 2013, respectively. These facts were reflected in decreased soil water potential (Ψw – Fig. 2b), which in 2014 moderately decreased at the end of June following the precipitation deficit, but then increased close to zero. During 2013, Ψw started to decrease by the end of the second decade of July followed by a marked decrease until a minimum on August 25th (-1.06 MPa), which then started to increase after August 26th and reached values close to zero after September 16th. During 2012, Ψw started to decrease by the end of the first week of August until the week of August 14th, then decreased to a minimum by September 12th (-0.97 MPa) and recovered after October 3rd.

Intraseasonal and interseasonal dynamics of stem circumference increase

The results indicate that all five provenances grew synchronously with high intercorrelations among them during a particu-

Fig. 2 - Seasonal dynamics of daily environmental variables and SCI. Average daily air temperature during 2012-2014 (a), average daily precipitation amounts (black bars) and average daily soil water potential (grey lines, vertical lines represent 95% confidence intervals) during 2012-2014 (b), average daily SCI of individual provenances (codes A-E are in Tab. 1) during 2012-2014 (c, d, e). R² represents average inter-series R squared between provenances.
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Influence of weather factors on stem circumference increase

The intra-seasonal moving correlation function results indicate distinct seasonal variability in the influence from particular factors (Fig. 4a-e, Fig. 5a-e). The results confirm synchronous relationships in individual provenances between environmental factors and both the daily and weekly SCI.

At the beginning of the season, day length (DL) was the main factor promoting the increment on both time scales (Fig. 4a, Fig. 5a). The temperature in the actual, as well as in the p1, p2 and p3 days or weeks positively impacted the SCI variability. Furthermore, especially minimum temperatures and air humidity and, on a weekly scale, radiation positively affected SCI as well.

In the second examined period, DL was again the main influencing factor (Fig. 4b, Fig. 5b). The effects of temperature and radiation were almost the same as in the previous period, except for lower correlations with previous weeks’ temperatures.

In the third period, the influence of DL disappeared, as it was near the summer solstice (Fig. 4c, Fig. 5c). The influence of temperature slightly decreased on a daily scale relative to the previous period, with the average temperature occurring 1 day prior the actual day as the most influencing factor. Radiation and air humidity started to affect SCI slightly negatively and positively, respectively. The influence of radiation and temperature in previous weeks disappeared on the weekly scale. Precipitation on both scales started to positively affect the increments. On a daily scale, precipitation on the actual day became the main influencing factor.

During the fourth period, the correlations between SCI and DL were restored (Fig. 4d, Fig. 5d). ψw became one of the main influencing factors on both daily and weekly scales. The influence of precipitation on previous weeks increased, as did the effect of air humidity. The effect of average temperatures during the actual week was slightly positive, while in previous weeks it was slightly negative. The highest correlations with temperatures were connected to the absolute minimum in the actual week. On a daily scale, the main influencing factor was precipitation, ψw, and DL followed by air humidity. In contrast to the weekly scale, the precipitation during preceding days did not positively influence SCI in accordance with previous periods.

In the fifth period, DL remained a positively influencing factor on the daily and weekly SCI (Fig. 4e, Fig. 5e). The effect of ψw, precipitation and air humidity decreased on both scales. The effects of temperature during the preceding days and weeks turned to a slightly positive influence and increased on a daily scale. Precipitation and ψw became the main influencing weather variables on a daily scale. The absolute minimum temperatures in the actual week and precipitation in the p3 week became the main influencing weather variables on a weekly scale.

Overall, the largest differences between years were recorded in August, when indi-
Individual provenances in 2013 formed only from 8 to 15% of the SCI in 2014, and from 41 to 52% in 2012. The lack of precipitation and subsequent drought were manifested already in July in 2013, when the provenances formed from 44 to 60% of the SCI in 2014.

During all of the examined periods, the period between June 5th and August 7th was the most important for SCI formation when 75% to 78% of the total SCI for 2012-2014 was created.

We recorded a negative linear relationship ($R^2 = 0.91$, $P = 0.002$) between the 2012-2014 SCI of the individual provenances and the absolute difference in continentality among the sites of origin and the Tále experimental plot.

**Daily vs. weekly time scale of SCI**

The weekly SCI were more linked to the theoretical incremental processes described by the first derivatives of the Gompertz (eqn. 3) and the newly defined SASB (eqn. 4) growth functions than the daily SCI (Fig. 6). At the same time, the SASB (eqn. 4) function fit more closely (higher $R^2$) with either the daily or weekly values. The SASB function (eqn. 4) was originally designed for the abrupt start of growth. The SCI cessations were projected earlier, and their culmination was expected later, which fit more realistic recorded values.

**Discussion**

**Extraction of the SCI (increment) signal from the curves of circumference changes**

The changes in tree stem size registered by dendrometers represent a complex mix of different environmental variables. Two basic components affect stem circumference (diameter, radius): the seasonal growth of stem tissues and variations in stem tissue water balance. Reversible changes are related to the fact that plants temporarily use water stored in tissues
(Zweifel et al. 2006); therefore, the tissue-stored water serves as a water reservoir, buffering peaks of high water consumption that is reflected by diurnal or more prolonged pulsating changes in stem size (Čermák et al. 2007, Ježík et al. 2015). This fact is considered to be a shortcoming of dendrometer measurements for the estimation of the seasonal dynamics of wood formation (King et al. 2013), especially for old, robust and slow-growing individuals or species with thick bark. At the Tále experimental site, we recorded clear diurnal courses of circumference changes and several-day shrinkage only during or close to drought events (Fig. 1a, b). This was probably the reason of the small initial size of tree stems and the relatively high seasonal growth during this stage. We used the daily SCI extracted at 6 AM during the expansion phase of diurnal changes (Deslauriers et al. 2003) using a method where inter-morning shrinkage and recovery swelling were omitted. After finishing continuous courses of SCI related to drought events (Fig. 2c, d, e), only small SCI were recorded after rain events and soil water tension recovery in the autumn. These facts may be linked to the following: (i) some contractions and expansions of stems were still present in the data after SCI extraction and previous increases were overlapped by them; (ii) cell enlargement is far more sensitive to drought than cell division because cell turgor drives irreversible cell expansion and deposition of wall polymers (Proseus & Boyer 2005), and the cell enlargement of some cells was delayed; or (iii) a combination of the both above-mentioned processes.

Furthermore, we compared the daily and weekly SCI for seasonal dynamics analyses. According to Bouriaud et al. (2005) and Rossi et al. (2006), shrinkage and swelling have a minor influence, with longer intervals between measurements and dendrometers may provide accurate estimates of the timing of seasonal growth culmination and the annual growth pattern, especially regarding species such as beech (Michelot et al. 2012, Van Der Maaten et al. 2012). According to these statements, Ježík et al. (2007) showed that high frequency data of daily circumference changes in beech trees close to their upper altitudinal limit were mostly linked to precipitation events, while low frequency variability was linked to temperature and its accumulation. Also Duchesne & Houle (2011) reported that the high-frequency variation of stem diameter expansion was linked to rainy days. These facts were also supported by higher correlations with the first derivatives of the Gompertz (eqn. 3) and SASB (eqn. 4) growth functions (Fig. 6), using weekly SCI compared to daily SCI. However, the first derivatives of the growth functions were useful tools for approximating seasonal incremental processes; they were very smooth and we may not assume that data derived from them were better than those extracted directly from dendrometers. They especially may not describe natural fluctuations (see Fig. 6, weekly courses on the right side) evidently linked to weather variations (e.g., temperature, not precipitation).

Hence, we believe that daily and particularly weekly SCI presented in young beech trees are appropriate proxies for studying intra-seasonal incremental processes.

**Impact of environmental factors on intra- and inter-seasonal dynamics of stem circumference increase**

Seasonal SCI of young beech trees is thus mainly linked to growth processes, consisting principally of two basic phases of cambial activity (cell division and enlargement) in the process of new tree-ring formation. The long-term seasonal tree-growth rhythm is partially synchronized with the photoperiod, not only because of its effects on basic physiological and growth processes (Heide 1993) but also as a sign of local adaptations to a specific temperature-photoperiod regime (Schueler & Liesebach 2015). Note that, on a weekly scale, the correlations with day length are always higher than those with radiation measured directly on the plot (Fig. 5a-e). The synchronization of wood formation with photoperiod has been described for conifers at various sites in North America and Europe (Rossi et al. 2006). At lower elevation sites, June seems to be an important month for beech growth due to the occurrence of the longest photoperiod (Čufar et al. 2008, Ježík et al. 2011). At the Tále site, the highest SCI of all tree provenances were produced in June and July in 2012, in June in 2013 and in July in 2014. During August, SCI decreased owing to drought or sharp decreases in temperature, which probably interacted with decreasing photoperiods and caused cessation of growth. In 2014, SCI was high until August 14th (Fig. 2e, Fig. 6).
3a-e, Fig. 6) following suitable conditions, with the next sharp decline linked to dropped temperatures (Fig. 2a). The correlations in Fig. 2d and Fig. 5c suggest that the minimal temperatures may be the main cause.

Various research papers (Bouriaud et al. 2004, Ćufar et al. 2008) report that beech increments began at the end of April and lasted until mid-May at lower elevation sites, reaching a peak from the end of May to mid-July, and ceased by mid-August or the end of August. These facts are in accordance with our findings, except culmination in 2014, which was shifted to the end of July. Leuzinger et al. (2005), Werf et al. (2007) Ježík et al. (2011) and Van Der Maaten (2013) reported that, as a result of a severe drought in 2003, the growth of beech trees was unusual in Europe. It already reached its peak in May-beginning of June, with further growth suppressed in the summer. Ježík et al. (2007) noted that the seasonal diameter increase of beech close to its upper altitudinal limit in Slovakia was also correlated with temperature accumulation during previous weeks, as well as at a lower site at the beginning of the season (Ježík et al. 2011). The results from the Tále experimental site also confirmed the importance of temperature and its accumulation, in addition to day-length at the beginning of the season (Fig. 2a, b). The temperature accumulation may also mask the influence of soil temperature, which is important for the beginning of xylogenesis (Rossi et al. 2007).

Correlations indicate that during the summer, the effect of temperatures weakened (Fig. 4c, Fig. 5c), and during sufficient water availability, there was still linkage to temperature. This fact was well represented by a sharp drop in temperature and increments during the week of July 3, 2013 (Fig. 2a, d, Fig. 3a-e). During this week, the temperature decreased by 7.1 °C compared to a previous week, and the absolute minimal temperature reached only 3.5 °C. The importance of temperature during the summer was probably the result of higher elevation at the Tále site compared to most of the above-mentioned studies. It is situated in the beech growth optimum zone in Slovakia, only 5.9 km from the EES site (Ježík et al. 2011), but 340 m higher in elevation, with milder summer temperatures and higher precipitation amounts. On the other hand, the correlations with temperatures at the beginning of the season (Fig. 5a, b) were smaller than those reported in Ježík et al. (2011). This was probably a consequence of the fact that during all three studied seasons, the temperatures in April, May and June were considerably above the average, except in May 2014 (with only + 0.5 °C). However, winter 2014 was mild and warm in contrast to the winter of 2013, which ended at the beginning of April, followed by rapid warming (Fig. 2a).

Nevertheless, precipitation and soil water potential affected the SCI most significantly during the summer months (Fig. 4c, d, Fig. 5c, d). This fact resulted from a lack of precipitation, heat waves and decreased psi, mostly in 2013, when it occurred three weeks earlier than in 2012, at a time when high SCI could still be produced.

Drought can seriously affect the physiological and growth reactions of young beech trees (Rose et al. 2009, Kreyling et al. 2014). According to Knutzen et al. (2015), beech sapling morphology and root growth, in particular, responded to water shortage with higher phenotypic plasticity than physiology. The impact of precipitation, summer heat and water availability is well documented in dendrochronological studies at sites at lower elevations or close to the south range of their effective distribution (Dittmar et al. 2003, Bouriaud et al. 2004, Lebourgeois et al. 2005, Piovesan et al. 2008, Garamszegi & Kern 2014). The course of seasonal daily and weekly SCI curves and their weather responses were synchronous between provenances, similar to the results by Stojnić et al. (2013), which pointed to the environmental control of this trait (Eilmmann et al. 2014). Similarly, the beech trees synchronously grew in different aspects in a study by Van Der Maaten (2013).

Differences in the amount of SCI over the whole seasons among provenances were linked to differences between the contiguity of sites of origin and provenance plot at the Tále site. A comparison of SCI with the summer heat moisture index (Thiel et al. 2014), ecodistance (Mátýás et al. 2009), or timing of budburst or vegetation season length of individual provenances (Gömöry & Paule 2011) did not identify so tight relationships.

Conclusions

The results indicated that stem circumference increase among all five provenances responded synchronously to weather conditions on a daily and weekly scale, with high inter-correlations among them during individual growing seasons. The photoperiod had a synchronizing effect on the seasonal culmination of SCI, which is a sign of tree adaptation to long-term seasonal variations in climate. Temperature was the most significant weather factor influencing the circumference increase dynamics at the beginning of the season and during the summer when soil water potential was high. During summer months, precipitation deficits, heat waves and consequently decreased soil water potential significantly affected the stem circumference increase of young beech trees, despite the fact that the provenance plot was situated in an area of optimal beech growth. While on a daily scale only precipitation on the actual day positively affected SCI, on a weekly scale precipitation in previous weeks was also important. Not only severity but also timing and duration of drought within the season were important. Within all seasons, the lowest increment was recorded at the provenance from the lowest altitude and the most oceanic climate (northern Germany).

A comparison of daily and weekly SCI values with the first derivatives of growth functions indicated that the weekly SCIs were closely related to theoretical incremental processes, suggesting that they can be recommended as appropriate proxy for studying intra-seasonal incremental processes in European beech.

List of abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used throughout the paper:

- AT min: daily (or average weekly) minimal temperature
- AT max: daily (or average weekly) maximal temperature
- AT min a: absolute weekly minimal temperature
- AT max a: absolute weekly maximal temperature
- AT avg: average daily (or weekly) temperature on an actual day (or week)
- AT p1: average daily temperature one day (or week) preceding the actual day (or week)
- AT p2: average daily (or weekly) temperature two days (or weeks) preceding the actual day (or week)
- AT p3: average daily (or weekly) temperature three days (or weeks) preceding the actual day (or week)
- Ah: average daily (or weekly) air humidity
- R: average daily (or weekly) radiation
- Pr: precipitation amount on an actual day (or week)
- Pr p1: daily (or weekly) precipitation amount one day (or week) preceding the actual day (or week)
- Pr p2: daily (or weekly) precipitation amount two days (or weeks) preceding the actual day (or week)
- Pr p3: precipitation amount three days (or weeks) preceding the actual day (or week)
- ψ w: average daily (or weekly) soil water potential
- DL: average daily (or weekly) daily length
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